
A Goal-Based Model Of Interpersonal RelationshipsStephen SladeComputer Science DepartmentYale UniversityP.O. Box 2158, Yale StationNew Haven, CT 06520-2158slade@cs.yale.eduAbstractInterpersonal relationships are a pervasive dimension of humanbehavior and decision making. Actors make choices based both onpersonal goals, and on goals derived from interpersonal relationships.We present a goal-based model of decision making that combines themotives of the actor with agendas adopted through relationships. Aunifying feature of the model is the use of importance as a means ofranking both goals and relationships. We describe a computer sim-ulation of the model in the domain of Congressional roll-call voting.1 IntroductionIn making a decision, a person must often consider the goals of others. Anactor's relationships with other people will inuence such decisions. In thispaper, we discuss a speci�c model of interpersonal relationships. This modelserves as the basis for a computer simulation in the domain of Congressionalroll-call voting. VOTE uses knowledge representations of selected members ofthe House of Representatives, their voting records, ideologies, and relationshipswith constituency groups to derive and justify voting decisions. Here is a briefexample.> (vote 'udall 'plant-closing)* Member: Morris K. Udall* Bill: Plant Closing Layoff Notice Bill* Requires employers of more than 100 workers to give 60 days* notice of a plant closing or layoff lasting more than 6 months.| intermediate output deleted | 1



* English rationale:Morris K. Udall votes for bill S-2527, Plant Closing LayoffNotice Bill. He believes the adverse effects of this bill arefar outweighed by other issues. He readily endorses theproposal of requiring 60 days notice prior to closing a factory.Udall is strongly in favor of the legitimate rights of decentworking people. Udall strongly supports the principle offairness in society. He believes in the principle of governmentregulations in the national interest. At the same time, herealizes that the country as a whole approves of the principleof free enterprise and capitalism.In arriving at a decision, VOTE infers the implications of a particular billfor the relevant constituency groups. VOTE has a natural language generationcapability for expressing the justi�cation of the decision. In this paper, we �rstdiscuss the model of goal-based decisions and interpersonal relations that under-lies the VOTE program. We then examine the representation of relationshipsin VOTE in the context of the Udall/Plant-closing example.2 Goals, Importance, and RelationshipsIn making a decision, an actor often faces trade-o�s. Decisions may involveconicts among goals and resources. A realistic model of decision making andplanning must account for a multitude of goals. However, all goals are notcreated equal. We use importance as a measure for ranking goals.Principle of Importance. The importance of a goal is propor-tional to the resources which the actor is willing to expend in pursuitof that goal.That is, the relative importance of goals is determined when goals compete forthe same resource. The more important goal is allocated the resource, all otherthings being equal. Importance here is equivalent to Wilensky's value [Wil83].Given two alternatives, an actor contemplates which choice is better, thatis, which choice achieves the more important set of goals. We should note thatthe de�nition of better is not always an easy proposition. The straightforwardmethods of decision analysis [Rai68] of assigning weights and probabilities tooutcomes often �nesse issues of cognitive signi�cance, such as memory and at-tention constraints.People are interdependent. Many of a person's common goals require thehelp of another person. Given that individuals di�er in goals, resources, expe-rience, and other areas, it is natural that the relationships between individualswill be idiosyncratic as well. We argue that interpersonal relationships willreect the underlying idiosyncratic goal structures of the individuals.2



However, even though interpersonal behavior will exhibit wide variation as afunction of the individuals involved, we can derive a set of standard dimensions,such as the following.� Goal achievement. We commonly view relationships as examples of coop-erative behavior. That is, we get others to achieve goals for us, and wein turn may satisfy their goals, either directly or indirectly. We vote for acandidate whose record reects our beliefs.� Goal development. Some relationships cause us to develop new goals forourselves, rather than merely satisfy the goals of another actor. A politicalleader may inspire people to adopt a new cause.� Importance. We wish to ascribe importance to a relationship in a manneruniform with our use of importance to describe goals and resources. Thatis, the more important a relationship, the more likely a person will be toallocate resources for goals a�ected by that relationship. The US is morelikely to send aid to Israel than to Sri Lanka.� Symmetry. Relationships are bilateral. Two people are involved. How-ever, each party may have a di�erent view of the relationship, as well as adi�erent view of the other party's role in the relationship. For example, aCongressman may not treat his relationship with the NRA with the sameimportance that the NRA does. Such a relationship would be asymmetric.We wish to distinguish between interpersonal relationships and interpersonalrole themes [SA77, Dye82]. A relationship is binary, that is, between two par-ties. A role theme is n-ary, that is, a collection of relationships. For example,the waitress role theme has numerous relationships: with the customer, withthe chef, with the maitre d', with the bus boy, with the manager, with otherwaitresses, with the customers of other waitresses, and so forth. Associatedwith each of these relationships are interleaving goals. That is, there are twoactors who engage in plans that a�ect each other's goals. In e�ect, each actorhas adopted some of the perceived goals of the other actor.Principle of Interpersonal Goals. Adopted goals are processeduniformly as individual goals, with a priority determined by theimportance of the relationship.Thus, the importance of the relationship determines what relative impor-tance will be assigned to the adopted goals. The principle of importance appliesto adopted goals, meaning that a person will expend resources in pursuit of anadopted goal in proportion to the importance of that adopted goal.The principle of interpersonal goals encompasses various goal-based phenom-ena related to importance, such as the following:� Resource allocation. An actor will be willing to expend more resources onan adopted goal if the a�ected relationship is of greater importance. Youare more likely to help a friend than a stranger.3



���� HHJohn-Personal-GoalsS-Thirst Mary-Personal-GoalsS-ThirstFigure 1: John-Mary Relationship: Mary Regnant���� HHHHJohn-Personal-GoalsS-Thirst Mary-Personal-GoalsS-ThirstFigure 2: John-Mary Relationship: Egalitarian� Cognitive resources: attention. You would expect to spend more timethinking about the interests or problems of a close friend than those of anacquaintance.� Cognitive resources: memory. It should be easier to remember informationabout a friend than about a casual classmate.� A�ect. You will be more likely to experience an emotion relating to anadopted goal if the relationship is of greater importance. Also, the inten-sity of the emotion will reect the importance of the relationship. You aremore upset at the death of a parent than that of a neighbor.Most of our examples will focus on the phenomenon of resource allocation,however, we claim that the cognitive phenomena are similarly extended to thisgoal-based model of interpersonal relationships.Consider a simple example. John, who is thirsty, has a girlfriend, Mary, whois also thirsty. They both want some milk. If there is only enough milk for oneperson, John may give all the milk to Mary, indicating that he has adopted hergoal of satisfying her thirst, and decided that his relationship places her needsabove his. This situation is depicted in �gure 1, which indicates that John hasadopted Mary's goals at a level higher than that of his own personal goals. Theyhave equal desires to satisfy thirst, but it is important to John to satisfy Mary'sgoals in general. Therefore, he will sacri�ce his own desires.4



���� HHHHJohn-Personal-GoalsS-Thirst Mary-Personal-GoalsS-Calcium-De�ciencyFigure 3: John-Mary Relationship: Unequal needs�� HHHHJohn-Personal-GoalsS-Thirst Mary-Personal-GoalsS-ThirstFigure 4: John-Mary Relationship: John RegnantAlternatively, John may have an egalitarian view of their relationship, sug-gesting that they share the milk. This situation is diagrammed in �gure 2.However, if Mary has an acute calcium de�ciency, making her need to drinkmilkmore pressing than John's, John would give her the milk. Figure 3 portraysthis state of a�airs. The relationship is egalitarian, but Mary has a greater need.In another scenario, John may have just had an argument with Mary, makinghim lower the importance factor of their relationship; so while John might bewilling to expend resources in achieving high-priority adopted goals, such as insaving Mary's life, he is not going to let his own interests take a backseat, andhe drinks all the milk himself. Figure 4 illustrates this situation.�� HHHHJohn-Personal-GoalsS-Thirst Mary-Personal-GoalsS-Calcium-De�ciencyFigure 5: John-Mary Relationship: John Callous5



Finally, �gure 5 illustrates an extreme situation in which John is simplysel�sh. Here John places his own less important needs over the more criticalneeds of Mary.This model of goal adoption suggests a hierarchy of relationships.High-priority: Spouse, ChildrenSelfParents, Siblings, Close FriendsColleagues, PartnersClassmates, NeighborsLow-priority: StrangersThis ordering is merely an example. It indicates someone who cares morefor his children than for his parents. It also suggests that the person will putthe well-being of his wife and children ahead of his own. The hierarchy ofrelationships is idiosyncratic and may vary among people and cultures, andeven within the same individual at di�erent times in life.3 Congressional ConstituenciesWe now turn to the application of the model of interpersonal relationships to aspeci�c computer program, VOTE.We �rst should note that Carbonell used goal hierarchies to model politicalideologies in adversarial relationships [Car79]. His POLITICS program focusedon counterplanning | taking measures to keep your opponent from achievinghis goals while preventing him from blocking your own plans. The representa-tion o�ered here is compatible with Carbonell's model. However, the focus ofthe VOTE program is on cooperative behavior, rather than counterplanning.Outside the domain of foreign policy, it is usually more important to help yourfriends than to thwart your enemies.VOTE, written in T [Sla87], comprises over 12,000 lines of code, and over8,000 lines of data. The VOTE program relies on a set of interrelated databases,including issues (over 200 currently in the database), constituency groups (150),bills (41), members (68), and decision strategies (20). We note that manydecision strategies are required since the explanation of the decision depends onthe strategy. It is not enough to use one simple strategy of summing the weightsof the conicting issues and relationships.In VOTE, we use the names and records of real members of Congress, andattribute relationships and issue stances to them. The coding decisions weremade by an expert informant with experience as a political consultant andWhite House sta� member. By way of disclaimer, we should state that thesedata are merely illustrative, and are not meant to represent the beliefs of actualmembers of Congress. Thus, we make no claims for the accuracy of these codingdecisions, nor of the voting behavior or explanations exhibited by the program.The purpose of VOTE is not to predict individual voting decisions, but rather to6



demonstrate the feasibility of a particular model of interpersonal relationshipsand decision making.Stances and Relationships provide mappings for issues and groups, re-spectively. Associated with a particular instance will be a level of importancefrom A (high) to D (low), and a polarity (pro or con).For example, VOTE has the following representation for the relationshipsfor Representative Udall.Relations: ((PRO B MEMBER:MEMBER.1025 ADA)(PRO A MEMBER:MEMBER.1025 ACLU)(PRO B MEMBER:MEMBER.1025 COPE)(PRO C MEMBER:MEMBER.1025 CFA)(PRO C MEMBER:MEMBER.1025 LCV)(CON B MEMBER:MEMBER.1025 ACU)(CON B MEMBER:MEMBER.1025 NTU)(CON B MEMBER:MEMBER.1025 NSI)(CON B MEMBER:MEMBER.1025 COC)(CON B MEMBER:MEMBER.1025 CEI)(PRO C MEMBER:MEMBER.1025 DEMOCRATS)(CON C MEMBER:MEMBER.1025 REPUBLICANS)(PRO C MEMBER:MEMBER.1025 COUNTRY))VOTE can express these relationships in English as follows.Morris K. Udall unwaveringly endorses the ACLU's strong defenseof the Bill of Rights. He feels strongly in favor of theprogressive agenda of COPE, as well as the ADA as a proponent ofbasic American values. He is strongly against the narrow specialinterest of the Chamber of Commerce, the CEI business specialinterest lobby, the ACU's right-wing reactionism, the NationalTaxpayers Union, as well as the NSI as an example of the radicalright. Udall opposes Republicans. Udall approves of theConsumer Federation of America, the League of ConservationVoters, the country, and members of the Democratic party.In considering the Plant Closing bill given in the opening example, VOTEarrived the following set of stances in favor of the decision (Reason:), and onestance in opposition to the decision (Downside:).Reason: (((PRO B GROUP:COPE PLANT-CLOSING)(PRO B GROUP:DEMOCRATS PLANT-CLOSING))((PRO B GROUP:COPE LABOR)(PRO B GROUP:ADA LABOR)(PRO B GROUP:DEMOCRATS LABOR))((PRO B GROUP:COUNTRY FAIRNESS))((CON B GROUP:CFA DEREGULATION)))Downside: ((PRO C GROUP:COUNTRY FREE-ENTERPRISE))7



The key issues supporting this bill were plant-closing (the issue itself, asopposed to the particular bill), labor rights, fairness, and opposition to deregu-lation. There were proponents for each of these issues: COPE (the CommitteeOn Political Education of the AFL-CIO), the Democratic Party, Americansfor Democratic Action, the normative views of the country, and the ConsumerFederation of America. Each of these groups had a positive relationship withthe Congressman, and the resulting decision reects their interests and issueagendas.The downside stance reects the normative view in support of free-enterprise.While the plant-closing bill involved several other issues not given here, none ofthem were of interest to this Congressman or his constituents.4 ConclusionWehave proposed a goal-basedmodel of interpersonal relationships. By allowingadopted interpersonal goals to be processed uniformly with personal goals, themodel a�ords robustness and exibility. Importance provides a means of rankingboth goals and relationships. The VOTE program demonstrates the feasibilityof the model in a realistic domain.References[Car79] J. Carbonell. Subjective Understanding: Computer Models of BeliefSystems. PhD thesis, Yale University, 1979. Technical Report 150.[Dye82] M. Dyer. IN-DEPTH UNDERSTANDING: A Computer Model of In-tegrated Processing For Narrative Comprehension. PhD thesis, YaleUniversity, 1982. Technical Report 219.[Rai68] H. Rai�a. Decision Analysis: Introductory Lectures on Choices underUncertainty. Addison-Wesley, 1968.[SA77] R.C. Schank and R. Abelson. Scripts, Plans, Goals and Understanding.Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Hillsdale, New Jersey, 1977.[Sla87] S. Slade. The T Programming Language: A Dialect of LISP. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cli�s, NJ, 1987.[Wil83] R. Wilensky. Planning and Understanding. Addison-Wesley, Reading,Mass, 1983. 8


